Great results with Johnson Paste Wax
I just finished shooting 300 rds of Lee 124 gr TC, tumble lubed with Johnson's Paste Wax. The gun Was a Uberti-Colt
clone. when I started shooting the bore was slightly dirty from shooting Alox lubed bullets, after shooting the wax
lubed bullets it was squeaky clean, almost looked like there was a polished layer of wax coating the bore. Absolutely
no leading. Anybody else ever get these results?
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Yep, I've gotten the same results so far in 3 rifles. A long barreled 8mm Persian Mauser, French MAS 36 7.5x54, and
an H&R Ultra rifle in .450 Marlin. In all cases the boolits dropped from the molds at diameters that I didn't want to
size down any farther so I could maintain at least a diameter that was .015" over bore size. So, I snapped on the gas
checks by hand and dipped them all in melted Johnson's Paste Wax, coating the driving bands while holding them by
the nose. Ran them in the 8mm with a 175 grn GC boolit over 16-18 grains of 2400 up to 1850 fps; the 7.5x54 MAS
was 18 grns of 2400 with a 190 grn GC boolit well over 1700 fps; and the .450 Marlin with a 500 grn GC boolit and
RE-7 up to 1500+ fps. In each case I had a little powder residue in the barrel which I wiped out with a dry patch.
After doing so all three bores were bright and shiney with an almost "wet" appearance. No leading and got a lube star
on all three as well. Never tried JPW in handguns yet and have only run it up to 2025 FPS in a .444 Marlin (325 grn
FNGC boolit) where I did get some slight leading, but I suspect boolit fit to be the culprit there and I will have to
work on that load more before passing judgement on JPW's use above 2000 fps.
All loads showed accuracy potential (even the .444 load) and I think its just a matter of tweaking those loads to get
best accuracy.
I have installed the gas checks several different ways depending on how hard they are to snap on the base shank. 1st
method is to hold the boolit upside down between thumb and forfinger and press the check on with the other thumb.
However, if this works you'll usually have a very loose fitting gas check that will spin on the shank. I hit these with a
small drop of super glue inside the gas check before installing it on the boolit shank. 2nd method is to set a folded
doubled over section of kitchen paper towel on the table and then set the gas checks on the paper towel base down;
then I just take the boolit and press it into the gas check. Some of these that snap on with the help of the tables hard
surface will still spin and if I find that they are then they get the super glue treatment as well. 3rd method I have used
is for those where the checks are pretty much impossible to install by hand. I just use a sizer die that is .001" larger
than the boolit to seat the checks squarely on the boolit bases. The slight out of roundness encountered with most
boolits will provide enough resistance to get the check seated.
Once the gas checks are installed by one of the three above methods then I just fire up the old hotplate (lowest setting)
with the small glass bowl of JPW on it. Once the JPW is melted I hold each boolit by the nose and dip it in the bowl of
melted JPW for 4-5 seconds with all the driving bands down in the JPW. Then I set them on a sheet of wax paper to
dry. When a batch of 50 are done I also wipe the excess JPW off the bases on a sheet of paper towel and let them sit
24 hrs before loading.
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